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Abstract: The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is of great importance for clean energy storage and
conversion techniques such as fuel cells and metal–air batteries (MABs). However, the ORR is
kinetically sluggish, and expensive noble metal catalysts are required. The high price and limited
preservation of noble metal catalysts has largely hindered the wide application of clean power
sources such as fuel cells and MABs. Therefore, it is important to prepare non-expensive metal
catalysts (NPMC) to cut the price of the fuel cells and MABs for wide application. Here, we report
the preparation of a Co3O4 carried on the N-doped carbon (Co/N-C) as the ORR NPMC with a facile
Pharaoh’s Snakes reaction. The gas generated during the reaction is able to fabricate the porous
structure of the resultant carbon doped with heteroatoms such as Co and N. The catalyst provides a
high electrocatalytic activity towards ORR via the 4-e pathway with an onset and half-wave potential
of 0.98 and 0.79 V (vs. RHE), respectively, in an electrolyte of 0.1 M KOH. The onset and half-wave
potentials are close to those of the commercial Pt/C. This work demonstrates the promising potential
of an ancient technology for preparing NPMCs toward the ORR.

Keywords: oxygen reduction reaction; non-precious metal catalyst; Pharaoh’s snakes; electrocatalysts;
Li-air battery

1. Introduction

The rapid depletion of fossil fuels and severe ecological deterioration have made it
urgent to develop sustainable and clean energy sources to address the issues regarding
energy and environmental [1]. Due to their environmental friendliness and high energy
density, fuel cells and metal–air batteries (MABs, such as the Zn-Air and Li-Air batteries)
are considered to be excellent candidates for various applications such as stationary power
generation, mobile power source, and transportation in the future [2,3]. In fuel cells and
MABs, the chemical energy in the fuels is transformed directly into electric power free of
the Carnot recycle. Therefore, the fuel cells and MABs possess efficiencies higher than those
of tradition technologies that generate electric power based on combustion.

Despite these encouraging advantages, fuel cells and MABs still face several challenges.
One of the challenges is their high price because of their dependence on noble metal
catalysts. In both fuel cells and MABs, the O2 or the O2 in the air is reduced via the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) on the cathode during discharge [4–6]. According to the ORR
mechanism model proposed by Wroblowa et al. in 1976 [7], the ORR takes place by means
of a complicated process, resulting in the sluggishness of the ORR. The sluggish ORR
necessitates the use of the corresponding catalysts [8]. The state-of-the-art catalysts for the
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ORR are mostly platinum-based materials. However, the high cost of platinum has thus
far prohibited the wide use of the catalyst and, consequently, the corresponding energy
conversion and storage devices. Apart from the high price, the limited preserve of Pt is also
a significnat challenge that has also severely impeded the wide application of Pt catalysts
and new energy systems such as fuel cells and MABs. One approach to solving this problem
is to reduce the usage of Pt catalysts by improving the Pt use efficiency in the catalyst layers.
The use efficiency can be improved by alloying Pt with non-precious metals such as Fe,
Co, Ni, etc., or by supporting the catalyst on carrier materials. However, the reduction
in Pt loading has been totally offset by increasing Pt prices, rendering efforts devoted to
reducing Pt loading in the last two decades almost totally ineffective [9]. Therefore, Pt
loading reduction seems not to be a long-term solution for reducing the cost of catalysts
for fuel cells or MABs. Another promising approach is to develop non-precious-metal
electrocatalysts (NPMCs) from non-Pt metals (non-PGM) [9,10]. Since no precious metals
are needed in the catalyst, this approach is an ideal strategy in the long run, making possible
the wide application of clean and efficient storage and conversion devices such as the fue
cell and MABs [9,11].

In recent years, transition metals carried on heteroatom-doped carbon (M/N-C) ma-
terials have been widely investigated as NPMCs for ORR [9]. In this field, great efforts
have been devoted to developing methods for preparing the NPMCs [9,12]. Generally,
materials rich in porous structures are more likely to provide high catalytic activity. A
tremendous amount of work has been conducted on the preparation of porous catalysts
for ORR. Some examples of this are as follows: aerogels were heated to prepare porous
catalysts for ORR with an onset potential of 0.92 V vs. RHE (VRHE) [13]. Metal–organic
frameworks (MOFs) were investigate as self-sacrificing precursors or templates for the
preparation of nano-porous carbons [14]. Hard templates and NH3 were used to prepare
porous ORR catalysts [15], and an onset potential of ~1 VRHE was obtained. While trying to
prepare efficient porous catalysts, some scientists have been inspired by ancient knowledge,
and encouraging results have been achieved [12,16,17]. The “Pharaoh’s snakes” reaction is
a famous reaction for generating foam materials. In this reaction, great amounts of gases
are generated, resulting in the fabrication of a porous, foam-like product. Therefore, this
“Pharaoh’s snakes” reaction holds great promise for providing an ORR catalyst with high
activity. With sugar, melamine and iron nitrate as precursors, Fe/N-C has been prepared
using the “Pharaoh’s snakes” reaction that exhibited high performance [12]. However,
the Fe ions dissolved from Fe/N-C were detrimental to battery durability. The Fe ions
catalyze radical formation from H2O2 via Fenton reactions [8]. These radicals degrade bat-
tery components such as organic ionomers, membranes and the Fe/N-C catalyst itself [18].
Therefore, it is necessary to replace Fe with metals that do not catalyze Fenton reactions [19],
and Co is such a promising alternative choice [20]. However, the preparation of Co/N-C
catalysts using the “Pharaoh’s snakes” reaction has rarely been performed.

In this study, porous Co/N-C was prepared using a slightly adjusted “Pharaoh’s
snakes” method, and was investigated as a catalyst for ORR in alkaline electrolyte. The
master catalyst sample shows an onset and a half-wave potential of 0.98 and 0.79 VRHE,
respectively. These results demonstrate an interesting application of an ancient reaction to
solve a modern problem.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Preparation of Electrocatalysts

As displayed in Figure 1, sugar powder (3 g), NH4HCO3 (0.8 g), melamine (2.4 g),
Co(NO3)2.6H2O (0.1 g) were mixed with purified water to prepare a solution, which was
then dried, ground in a mortar, and burned to obtain a snake-like foam ash. The ash was
then pyrolyzed in a tubular furnace with a nitrogen stream of 60 mL min−1 at 900 ◦C for 1 h
with a rate of temperature increase of 5 ◦C min−1. A black carbon material (Co/N-C-900)
was obtained when the furnace was cooled to room temperature. The temperature–time
curve is presented in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials (ESI). The Co/N-C was also
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prepared with pyrolyzing temperatures of 800 (Co/N-C-800) and 1000 ◦C (Co/N-C-1000)
to investigate the influence of the pyrolyzing temperature on catalytic activity.
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the preparation of the Co/N-C using the “Pharaoh’s snakes” reaction.

2.2. Characterization

The catalyst morphologies were examined using a scanning electron microscope
(FESEM, JEOL JSM-7500F) and a field emission transmission electron microscope (TEM,
JEOL JEM-2100F). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected with Cu Kα radiation
(λ = 1.5406 Å) (Panalytical, Empyrean). A confocal micro-Raman spectrometer (Jobin
Yvon Laboratory RAM HR1800) was used to determine the Raman spectra through a 10×
microscope objective with backscattered geometry. An Ar+ laser was used as an excitation
source, emitting at a wavelength of 633 nm.

The specific surface area and pore size were measured using nitrogen adsorption/des
orption isotherms (Micromeritics ASAP 2020 V3.00 H) by means of the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods, respectively. To investigate the
surface composition of the catalyst, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization
was performed on a VG ESCALAB 220i-XL instrument with a monochromatic AlKα

X-ray source.

2.3. Electrochemical Measurements

The catalytic activity was investigated by means of electrochemical methods conducted
on an electrochemical work station (CHI 760E, Chenhua, Shanghai) in a three-electrode
system. To prepare the working electrode: the catalyst (2.5 mg) was dispersed in ethanol
(450 µL) and Nafion solution (50 µL) and treated ultrasonically for 30 min to obtain a
homogeneous catalyst ink. Subsequently, the catalyst ink (10 µL) was added onto the
GC electrode, yielding a working electrode with a catalyst loading of 0.25 mg cm−2. For
comparison, a working electrode with Pt/C (20 Wt.% Pt) was also prepared and tested.
A platinum wire and Hg/HgO were used as the counter and reference electrodes, respec-
tively. The potentials were calibrated to a reversible hydrogen electrode (VRHE). Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) techniques were applied for the
catalytic performance investigation in the electrolyte of 0.1 M KOH saturated with N2 or
O2. The CVs obtained in the N2 saturated electrolyte at various scanning rate were used to
evaluate the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA). The rotating ring disk electrode
(RRDE) tests were conducted at a rate of 10 mV s−1 with a ring potential of 1.5 VRHE. The
catalyst stability was studied with a chronoamperometric current–time (i-t) curve at −0.2 V
(vs. Hg/HgO) in the O2-saturated electrolyte with a rotation speed of 400 rpm.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was measured in the frequency range
of 0.01 to 1,000,000 Hz at 0.7 VRHE with an amplitude of 0.005 V.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 schematically shows the preparation process. The NH4HCO3 decomposes at
~60 ◦C, generating a great mount of gases such as NH3 and CO2. The gases result in the
fabrication of pores in solid precursor. As the temperature increases, the sugar will melt to
form a viscous sol, wrapping up the nitrate. As the temperature increases, the cobalt nitrate
wrapped in the sol will decompose, and more porous structures will be fabricated by the
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gases generated by the decomposition of the nitrate, resulting in a foam-like porous carbon
being obtained. At the same time, N from the melamine can be doped into the carbon. As a
result, Co-carrying N-doped carbon is obtained.

The SEM image (Figure 2a) shows that the Co/N-C-900 is randomly scattered as
irregular particles with various sizes. Figure 2b shows the SEM image at higher magnifica-
tion. Channels connecting the particles can be observed. Figure 2c is the SEM image at an
even higher magnification, and pores can be observed in some particles. To demonstrate
the pores more clearly, an enlarged image of the circled area in Figure 2c is presented
in Figure 2d.
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Figure 2. (a–d) SEM images at various magnifications for Co/N-C-900 (d presents enlarged image of
the part in the red circle of c), (e) XRD pattern, (f) Raman spectra.

The crystallography of the Co/N-C-900 was studied using XRD (Figure 2e). The peaks
at around 25.1 and 43.5◦ are related to the graphite (002, ICDD#41-1487) and (100) planes,
respectively [21]. The two peaks indicate the formation of the graphite phase. The broad
XRD peaks imply that crystallization is relatively low [22], and this is supported by the
HRTEM images (Figure 3b). The peaks at 36.9 and 65.3◦ (ICDD # 00-042-1467) can be
attributed to Co3O4 [23], implying that Co has been doped into the carbon matrix. Figure 2f
shows the Raman spectra for Co/N-C-900. Two peaks appear at 1337.4 and 1583.9 cm−1

for the D and G bands, respectively. The peak for the D band is related to the disordered
structure, implying that the graphite was successful dopped with heteroatoms [24]. The G
band peak is related to the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms [25]. The ID/IG for Co/N-C-900 is
1.02. This value is close to or higher than those of many other catalysts [26]. The high ID/IG
suggests the richness of defective domains. This demonstrates that the Pharaoh’s Snakes
reaction is effective for fabricating the defective domains of the carbon material, and the
defective domains are beneficial to catalytic performance [27].

The microstructure of the Co/N-C-900 was investigated further using TEM (Figure 3).
Figure 3a confirms the structure of the channel-connected particles of the Co/N-C-900,
which is in good agreement with the morphorlogy, as shown in the SEM images (Figure 2).
The channels and pores of the catalyst facilitate the transport of the reacting species to
the active sites, which is helpful for improving catalytic peformance. As shown in the
HRTEM image (Figure 3b), a crystal lattice of 0.21 nm can be observed for graphite [28].
However, the crystal lattice is not continuous, implying that the carbon is amorphous.
This is supported by the XRD pattern (Figure 2e), which has broad peaks. A crystal
lattice spacing of 0.46 nm can also be observed. This lattice spacing is attributed to the
Co3O4 (111) plane [29], implying the existence of the Co3O4. The elemental distribution
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of Co/N-C-900 was analyzed using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) with scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM). As shown in the STEM images in Figure 3c–f,
the nitrogen (green) is distributed uniformly on the carbon (red), suggesting the efficient
doping of the N into the carbon matrix. Figure 2f shows that there are Co species carried
on the carbon. However, the Co distribution is not uniform. During the preparation,
sugar powder, NH4HCO3 and Co(NO3)2.6H2O can dissolved in the water. Therefore, the
Co(NO3)2.6H2O can be distributed uniformly on the carbon source of the sugar. However,
the melamine cannot be dissolved in water. As a result, the Co(NO3)2.6H2O cannot be
distributed uniformly on the carbon and nitrogen source of the melamine. Therefore, the
Co is not uniformly distributed on the carbon from the melamine. A longer grounding time
for the solid precursor can improve the distribution, as shown in Figure S2.
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The surface area as well as the pore width of the Co/N-C-900 were studied using
the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm. A type IV isotherm is displayed in Figure 4a,
suggesting a mesoporous structure, and this is backed by the distribution curve of the pore
size (Figure 4b), demonstrating that the pore size is mainly 3.8 nm. The Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) surface area of the Co/N-C-900 is 457.2 m2 g−1. The carbonized sugar surface
area was increased as a result of the gas generated via the decomposition of the nitrate
and the bicarbonate in the mixture. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Figure 4c–f)
was applied to study the surface composition of Co/N-C-900. XPS detected the carbon,
nitrogen and cobalt content of 81.75, 5.58 and 1.36 at %, respectively, on the surface of Co/N-
C-900. The C1s high-resolution spectrum (Figure 4d) can be deconvoluted into carboxyl
(289.8 eV) [30], C-N=C (286.0 eV), C-N (284.9 eV), and C=C (284.3 eV) [31–33], implying
that the N has been successfully doped into the carbon matrix. The N is more electrically
negative than carbon, resulting in a re-distribution of the charge of the neighboring carbon,
which changes the O2 chemisorption mode, weakening the O-O bonding and facilitating
the ORR process [34]. Nitrogen doping also introduces spin density asymmetry, making it
possible for the N-doped carbon to show electroncatalytic activities toward the ORR [35].
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Figure 4e shows the high-resolution N1s spectra of Co/N-C-900, which can be decon-
voluted into three peaks of pyridinic N (398.8 eV) [36], pyrrolic N (399.8 eV), and graphitic
N(401.2 eV) [37]. Both the pyridinic N (20.1 at %) and the pyrrolic N (27.8 at %) have been
considered to contribute ORR active sites [38,39]. Graphitic nitrogen is believed to be able
to facilitate the electron transfer to the antibonding orbitals of oxygen from the carbon
electronic bands [40,41]. The high-resolution Co spectrum (Figure 4f) can be resolved
into Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 of Co2+/3+. The peaks at 780.94, 795.04 [42], 796.9 [43], and
805.5 eV [44] can be attributed to Co2+. The peaks at 779.74 [45], 780.94, and 786.73 eV can
be attributed to Co2p3/2 and the related satellite peaks [46]. The peak at 781.8 eV can be
attributed to Co-N [47]. According to previous investigations [1], the M-Nx (M: metal) and
N-C moieties are both supposed to be active sites for ORR.

The catalytic performance was characterized using electrochemical methods. The
CV tests were conducted first to evaluate the electrochemical activity. In the N2-saturated
electrolyte, a featureless CV curve (Figure 5a) without peaks can be observed. However,
a reduction peak can be observed in the O2-saturated electrolyte. These results suggest a
facile ORR process on the Co/N-C-900. Subsequently, the catalytic activity on Co/N-C-900
toward ORR was characterized using rotating disk electrode (RDE) technology, and the
LSVs are displayed in Figure 5b. The LSVs show an onset potential of 0.98 VRHE. This
value is close to or higher than many reported values, such as (~0.74 VRHE) [48], as well
as with respect to those reported for biomass such as typha orientalis (~0.87 VRHE) [49],
eichhornia crassipes (~0.98 VRHE) [50], hair (~0.96 VRHE) [51], polyaniline with phytic
acid (~0.94 VRHE) [26], and coconut shells (~0.87 VRHE) [52]. The half-wave potential of
the Co/N-C-900 is 0.79 VRHE. The catalytic performance of commercial Pt/C was also
investigated, and the LSV curve is presented in Figure 5b for comparison. The Co/N-C-900
demonstrated a catalytic activity close to that of the commercial Pt/C (20. Wt%), the onset
and half-wave potentials of which were 0.98 and 0.81 VRHE, respectively. The limit current
density of the Co/N-C-900 is 5.73 mA cm−2, which is almost same as that of the commercial
Pt/C (20. Wt%), of 5.74 mA cm−2. Therefore, the “Pharaoh’s snakes” reaction holds great
promise as a method for the preparation of Co, N co-doped NPMC toward the ORR.
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An increase in the current density, as shown in Figure 5b, can be observed with in-
creasing rotational rate, resulting in higher oxygen flux to the electrode. The K-L lines
(Koutecky–Levich lines, Figure 5c) were plotted as the inverse current density (j−1) vs.
the inverse of the rotation speed square root (ω1/2) at various electrode potentials. Based
on the K-L lines, the apparent number of electrons transferred (n) was investigated with
the help of the K-L line slope at various potentials. The n was then calculated using
Equations (1) and (2), in which jk and j are the kinetic and measured current density, re-
spectively, B is the reciprocal K-L line slope (found in the range of 7.24~8.75), as shown
in Figure 5c, F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C mol−1), C0 is the bulk O2 concentration
(1.1 × 10−3 mol L−3), D0 is the O2 diffusion coefficient in 0.1 M KOH (1.9 × 10−5 cm2 s−1),
and γ is the electrolyte kinetic viscosity (0.01 cm2 s−1). The constant adopted when rpm is
used to express the rotational rate was taken as 0.2 [53].

1
j
=

1
jk
+

1
Bω1/2 (1)

B = 0.2nFCOD2/3
O γ−1/6 (2)

The n varies slightly from 3.24 to 3.88, falling within the range 3.2~4.1 for the four-
electron ORR pathway [54,55]. Therefore, the ORR on the Co/N-C-900 is largely a four-
electron process. The linearity of the K-L line and the n value indicate the rapid kinetics
with a predominant four-electron pathway in the investigated potential range. The four-
electron ORR pathway is preferred in fuel cells and MABs for its high electron efficiency
and low H2O2 generation.

RRDE technology as applied to further evaluate the pathways for the ORR on the
Co/N-C-900. As shown in Figure 5d, a low ring current density (∼0.25 mA cm−2) for
peroxide oxidation and high disk current density (∼4.2 mA cm−2) for O2 reduction can be
observed, implying a small amount of H2O2 generation and high catalytic performance
toward ORR [56]. The n and HO2

−% were calculated according to Equations (3) and (4),
respectively [57].

n = 4
id

id + ir/N
(3)

HO−
2 % = 200

ir
N

id + ir/N
(4)
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where id and ir are the ring and disk current, respectively. N is the current collection
efficiency of the Pt ring, and was determined to be 0.39. The n and HO2

−% at various
potentials are shown in Figure 5e. The average n is higher than 3.5 in the potential range of
0~0.9 VRHE, indicating the mainly four-electron pathway ORR pathway, which is in good
agreement with the results from the RDE. The HO2

−% is lower than 25% in the range of 0
to 0.9 VRHE. The HO2

− generation is close to the values reported for other materials, such
as 24.6% [12] and ~20% [56]. Therefore, Co/N-C-900 is a promising ORR NPMC for fuel
cells and MABs.

The ORR stability of Co/N-C-900 was investigated via chronoamperometry at
0.755 VRHE in an O2-saturated electrolyte of 0.1 M KOH solution. The current–time curve
for Co/N-C-900 in Figure 5g remains at around 90% and at around 65% of the initial
current value after stability tests of 3600 s and 432,000 s, respectively. The stability is still
lower than that of the commercial Pt/C, as shown in Figure 5f, which shows a stability of
87.7% after the 42,000 s stability test. The Tafel plots (Figure S3 in the ESI) for Co/N-C-900
and Pt/C were investigated in the corresponding potential range between the onset and
half-wave potentials. The Tafel slope of Co/N-C-900 was 136.9 mV dec−1, which is higher
than that obtained for Pt/C. The higher Tafel slope implies a faster overpotential increase
with current density [58]. The stability and Tafel mean that the Co/N-C-900 possesses
lower catalytic activity than the commercial Pt/C. However, the lower price of Co/N-C-900
still makes it a promising candidate as an ORR catalyst.

The effect of the pyrolyzing temperature on the catalytic activity was investigated.
Figure 6a shows the LSV for the ORR occurring on the catalysts obtained using pyrolyz-
ing temperatures of 800, 900 and 1000 ◦C. The catalyst prepared with a temperature of
900 ◦C showed the highest catalytic performance. The results imply that 900 ◦C is the
optimal pyrolyzing temperature. Usually, a high pyrolyzing temperature is favorable for
the carbonization of the catalyst [59] and helpful for improving the conductivity and elec-
trocatalytic performance. However, high temperatures can cause a decrease in the number
of heteroatoms [59], resulting in a reduction in catalytic performance. Therefore, there
is usually an optimal pyrolyzing temperature for catalysts prepared via the pyrolization
process, similar to what has been reported in other work [60].

CV tests were carried out at different scanning rates to measure the ECSA. The CV
curves for the Co/N-C-800, 900 and 1000 are displayed in Figure S4 in the ESI. The lines in
Figure 6b were determined by plotting the CV curve for the closed area vs. the scanning
rate. The ECSA can be evaluated using line slopes proportional to the corresponding
ECSAs [61]. The slope for Co/N-C-900 was higher than those of Co/N-C-800 and Co/N-
C-1000. Therefore, the Co/N-C-900 possessed the highest ECSA. To further investigate
the mechanism for the differences in catalytic performance among the Co/N-C-800, 900
and 1000, EIS measurements were conducted for the three samples, and the EIS plots are
presented in Figure 6c. An enlarged figure is presented in Figure 6d showing the EIS plots
for high frequencies more clearly. The EIS plots in Figure 6c,d indicate that the conductivity
of Co/N-C-900 was higher than those of Co/N-C-900 and Co/N-C-1000. The high values
of ECSA and conductivity may also be reasons explaining the high catalytic activity of
Co/N-C-900.
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4. Conclusions
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